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Summary
o Introduction
• International Context and SoA in Romanian LT
• A brief count on the RACAI’s current and future
action lines

o S2S System overview
o Data Sparseness, Module Couplings and OOVs
o System integration & demonstration
o Conclusions
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International Context
o The achievements in the last 10 years outperformed (coverage,
speed, quality) any previous 50-year MT and Speech R&D
outcomes, but this is not enough: there is still a large margin for
improvement...
o Statistical Machine Learning approaches dominate, but not for
long ...
o A strong movement towards open-source, cloud-based solutions
o Adaptable LT (for new domains, for new language pairs)
o Hybridization of approaches (RB & SB)
o Scalable solutions (more and more data is available)
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State of Affairs in Romanian LT
o MetaNet White Papers Series: thorough analysis of the current state of S&T
in NLP & Speech (achievements and official support) for 30 European
Languages, along 4 directions and classifies the languages into 5 classes
(excellent, good, moderate, fragmentary and weak) :
• Speech processing (weak as other 5 languages)
• Machine Translation (moderate, as other 6 languages)
• Text Analytics (fragmentary, as other 15 languages)
• Available resources for Speech & NLP (fragmentary as other 14 languages)

o None of the 30 languages is rated in the excellent category; the best rated
language is English with 4 - good
•

Strategic Research Agenda for Multilingual Europe 2020” (Springer, 2013)

•

Romanian Language in the Digital Age” (Springer, 2013)
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Romanian Support for NLP&Speech
o Extremely limited:
The draft of the national research plan for the 2014-2020 does
not include into its ICT R-D&I priorities Language and Speech
technologies and the required resources

o Romanian Academy and some well established research
groups from the major universities in Bucharest, Cluj, Iași,
continue to be in the Romanian forefront of this domain,
fundamental for the development of KS (as recognized by
the major international funding agencies);
o The Romanian Academy Research Strategy for the 20142020 pays considerable attention to the cultural heritage
including informatization of the fundamental language
resources of Romanian language
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SMT and Speech Research (1/2): SMT
o

SMT at RACAI started 10 years ago with main efforts directed in building statistical
translation models for Ro-En; we won the ACL competitions on word alignment of Ro-En texts
in Edmonton, Canada (2003) and Ann-Arbor, USA (2005).

o

In 2009, A. Ceausu and E. Irimia defended their PhD thesis with the first operational SMT
and EBMT systems for Ro-En.

o

In 2009, RACAI won the cross-lingual (Ro-En) Question Answering contest at CLEF 2009
(translation-based)

o

In 2009, the multilingual experiments for factored SMT successfully finalized in the SEEERA.Net EU project (En-El, En-Sl, En-Ro, En-Bg)

o

In 2011, we started systematic investigations in the area of domain adaptation for SMT,
based on mining comparable corpora for parallel text segments and on cascaded translation.

o

In 2012, we finalized a platform for SMT systems development and evaluation and successfully
participated in the IWSLT (International Workshop on Spoken Language Translation)

o

Recently, in 2013 we installed on our site (http://w3.racai.ro/tools/translation-tools/sistem-detraducere-racai/) a prototype multilingual translation system based on mined parallel data from
Wikipedia (Ro-En, Ge-En, Es-En), specialized in translating Wikipedia-like texts.
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SMT and Speech Research (2/2): TTS&S2S
o In 2009, RACAI started a PhD program in TTS (with emphasis on
Romanian) with the defense of the PhD thesis to happen next month.
o In 2011, a fast processing chain (based on NN) implemented for the
preprocessing necessary in TTS was finalized and made public
(Bermuda platform);
o In 2012, MIRA based sequence labeling implementation; a first version
of the TTS system was ready
o In 2013, successful participation in Blizzard Challenge
• Crowd-sourcing platform for collecting speech data
• Crowd-sourcing for evaluation of ToBI influence
• First S2S Android-based prototype (topic of the second part of the
presentation)
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A Brief Account on RACAI’s Action Lines (1)
Fighting main difficulties in Romanian language processing
(lack of resource and tools availability, inconsistent and
incompatible I/O specifications, scattered resource groups
and redundancy):
o Better interaction with other academic competence
centers and the local language industry (concluded
already some MoU; others follow)
o Making our NLP and Speech tools and resources freely
available for research purposes (see MetaShare node at
RACAI for 37 already released tools and resources)
o Conducting a campaign for collecting and evaluating
additional resources
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Snapshot of the MetaShare at RACAI
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New MT&Speech resources from RACAI
• Tools (including pre-trained models):
• Basic text pre-processing for MT:
– Tagging, diacritic restoration, spellchecking
– Multilingual SMT systems
– Parallel data extraction tools from comparable corpora (LEXACC)
• TTS text pre-processing:
– Grapheme to phoneme conversion, syllabification, stress prediction, text
normalization
• TTS processing
– RACAI speech synthesis system
– Speech annotation tools
• Corpora:
• TTS processing:
– RSS-ToBI corpus (in cooperation with UT-Cluj)
• General purpose – speech
– The Romanian Anonymous Speech Corpus (RASC) – automatically aligned at
word and phoneme level
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Resource collection and evaluation campaigns
o Evaluation of the RSS-ToBI corpus (in collaboration with
the Speech Research Group from Technical University of
Cluj) (http://rslp.racai.ro)
o The Romanian Anonymous Speech Corpus (RASC) –
similar to Voxforge (http://rasc.racai.ro)
• Volunteer based collection of spoken text
• The wiki7000 corpus (7000 phonetically balanced sentences
automatically extracted from Wikipedia)
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S2S System Architecture
• A prototype speech translation application

Challenges:
(1) NLP processing and data sparseness
(2) Model coupling
(3) General processing of OOV words
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NLP and Data Sparseness (1/3)
o Factored phrase-based translation models
• Reduce the effect of the scarcity of training data by
taking into account additional information like the
dictionary form (lemma), the part-of-speech tag or
the morpho-syntactic specification

o Experiments with factored translation have shown:
• Better results with small training corpora than surface
translation
• Equivalent performance when large training corpora
are used, but subjectively better (generated surface
forms follow better grammar rules due to the
additional MSD language model)
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NLP and Data Sparseness (2/3)
o Part-Of-Speech Tagging
• Uses a large inventory of Morpho-Syntactic
Descriptors, which leads to data sparseness issues
• Methodologies: Tiered Tagging (Tufis, 1999), MSD
Tagging with Neural Networks

o Experiments and results with the NN tagger:
• 95-98% accuracy on tested languages: Romanian,
English, Czech
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NLP and Data Sparseness (3/3)
o Lemmatization
• Converting from the words occurring form into its
dictionary form
• Uses part-of-speech information
• Approaches: rule-based or transform labeling
(leave unchanged, remove, transform)

o Results:
• On OOV words, the new method performs 12%
better than our previous lemmatizer, reaching a
SoA 94.19% accuracy (CTAG breakdown and
detailed figures in article)
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Module Coupling
o Spellchecking
• Correcting misspelled words
• e.g., “1doi3”  “1 2 3” or “unu doi trei”);

• Includes word-casing and diacritic restoration
• Approaches: DIAC+, surface form LM

o Results:
• F-score of 97% on the TREC DATASET (Qin, T., Liu,
T. Y., & Li, H. -2007) in Microsoft Speller Challenge
Competition
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General processing for OOV words (1/3)
o Sylabification
• Sequence labeling using the numbered ONC
encoding

o Results:
• Test conducted on a corpus compiled from the
Romanian Academy Explanatory Dictionary
(~600K words)
• 10-fold cross validation results: 99.01% on OOV
words.
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General processing for OOV words (2/3)
o Grapheme-to-Phoneme conversion
• Requires alignments between letters and phonemes:
GIZA++ alignments
• Approaches: MaxEnt double layer or MIRA sequence
labeling

o Results:
• Our G2P training lexicon was extracted from the
Romanian Speech Synthesis Corpus (RSS)
• Cross validation results: 96.29% on OOV words
• Better than our previous work with cascaded
Maximum Entropy classifiers (68% on CMU and 93%
on the Romanian lexicon), showing that MIRA
consistently performs better.
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General processing for OOV words (3/3)
o Lexical stress prediction
• Can be performed before or after syllabification
(using syllables as features did not help the
model)
• We only try to determine the primary lexical stress
• Approaches: custom numbered tagging strategy

o Results:
• Training set compiled from the Romanian
Explanatory Dictionary (DEX), ~336K words
• Two tests (10-fold c.v.):
• Ignoring POS: 94.90%
• Observing POS: 98.80%
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System Integration and Demonstration
o Prototype
• Android-based mobile device
• Requires network access
• Currently only supports Romanian and English
bi-directional speech translation

o DEMO!
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Conclusions: NLP tools
o Bermuda NLP component offers:
•
•
•
•

POS Tagging, Lemmatization, Syllabification
Stress Prediction,
Phonetic Transcription
ML algorithms:
• General Purpose trainable MIRA algorithm
• Feedforward NN, Perceptron

• Download Bermuda from:
http://sourceforge.net/projects/bermudatexttospeech
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Conclusions: MT tools
o RACAI provides an online interface to its
MT system:
• Translation languages: Romanian, English, German,
Spanish, Slovak
• Integrated pre- and post-processing
• Available at:
http://www.racai.ro/tools/translation-tools

o Parallel corpus extractor from comparable
corpora – LEXACC
• Downloadable from MetaShare:
http://ws.racai.ro:9191
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Conclusions: Speech tools
o Speech evaluation platform: currently processing the
RSS-ToBI evaluation campaign
• Work done in collaboration with the Speech Research
Group from Technical University of Cluj
• Dedicated site at http://rslp.racai.ro

o Corpus gathering platform: RASC - The Romanian
Anonymous Speech Corpus
• Similar to Voxforge
• Dedicated site at http://rasc.racai.ro

o Bermuda TTS component
• Trained models for Romanian unit-selection speech synthesis
• Download Bermuda from:

http://sourceforge.net/projects/bermudatexttospeech/
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Thank you !

RACAI
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